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Look! It ______________. 

snowed had snowed          

is snowing         snows

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Complete the following sentences with the correct choice.

These flowers ______________ good.

smells smell

is smelling         are smelling

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I can’t afford that ring. It _____________ too much.

is costing      has been costing   

is cost             costs

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

As a rule, I _____________ un�l 6 o’clock in the morning.

was sleeping        have slept              

sleep had slept

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The sun ___________ in the East.

rises raises raised has risen

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sara ____________ on the grass in the park right now.

 lay               is lying                   

is laying               lays

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I ____________________ the thunder during the storm last night.

haven’t heard                hear

haven’t been hearing       didn’t hear

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I______________________________ Mary’s dirty socks!   

always picked up             always picking up              

am always picking up  had always picked up

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Last January, I ___________ snow for the first time in my life.

 saw        see have seen        was seen

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The science of medicine _______________ a great deal in the 19th century.

has advanced    advances advanced were advancing

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The telephone __________________ for almost a minute. Why doesn’t anyone  

 answer it?

rings is ringing               

 rang         has been ringing

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We _____________________ for Nancy for over three hours before she finally arrived yesterday.

were waiting had been waiting

have waited wait

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Do you have any plans for dinner?

 - Yes. I ____________________ a co-worker for dinner at Alice’s Restaurant.   

    Want to join us?

have meeting will be met

am going to meet    will meeting

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I will go to bed after I _____________ my work.

would finish         finished  

will finish        have finished

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

By the time you get back, they __________________________ care of everything.

will take                 would take           

taking   will have taken 

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When Professor Jones re�res next month, he _______________________ for 45  

 years.

would be teaching           will have been teaching             

is going to teach      will teach

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

All of you drew pictures of ___________________, didn’t you?

yourself  yours                       

you yourselves

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Nothing good ever comes from self-pity. You should stop feeling sorry for 

 __________________, George, and start doing something to solve your problem.

 yourselves             you

yourself yours

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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One of the countries I would like to visit is Sweden. _________________ is  

 Mexico. Of course, besides these two countries, there are many other places I   

 would like to see.

Other Others  

The other                         Another

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I’m getting tired. I’d like to go home and go to bed. Would you mind if I ___________________ 

early?

left              am leaving             

will leave             am going to leave   

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I ________________________ go to the doctor. I’m feeling much better.

must not      should 

don’t have to             had better

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Complete the following sentences with the correct choice.

Rice _____________ have water in order to grow.

should ought to             

had better                must

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I failed my math class. 

You ___________________ talked to your teacher and asked for some help during the term.

should have must have       had better       had to have

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It’s supposed to rain tomorrow.

 - I know, but the forecast _____________ wrong. Weather forecasts are far from  

   100 percent accurate.

must be           could be              

is should be

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Roza seems very lonely to me.

- I agree. She _________ not have many friends. 

should would must  could

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Complete the following sentences with the correct choice.

Did Ed really mean what he said yesterday?

 - No I don’t think so, he ________ have been kidding.

should must ought to          might

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Kathy lost her way while driving to River City. She __________ have left her   

road map at home.

mightn’t shouldn’t mustn’t couldn’t 

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

James _________________________ the news a long time ago. He needed that information

sooner.

should tell   must have been told    

should have been told   must tell

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

These books _________________ to the library by tomorrow.

have returned    have to be returned    

had to return   had to be returned

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Gandhi was committed ____________ nonviolence. 

by with in                 to

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There was an accident, but nobody _______________.

hurt got hurt          

was gotten hurt        was getting hurt

31-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The ________________ woman was put into an ambulance.

injury         injuring            

injured                  injure

32-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The –ing form of “sit” _____________ with a double t.

is spelled           spells

is being spelled             being spelled             

33-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I love my wife. I __________________ to a wonderful woman.

am being married      am married       

marry married

34-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I’m not acquainted __________ that theory. Do you know anything about it?

with about to by

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

John’s bald head is protected ___________ the hot sun when he’s wearing his hat.

of about 

 to                            from

36-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Water consists _______  hydrogen and oxygen.

from with                          

of                      through

37-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which word in the following sentence is WRONG?

"Ann likes to wear jewelries. Today, she is wearing four rings, six bracelets and a necklace."

jewelries rings bracelets necklace

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Look at the italicized words in the following sentences. Find the incorrect ones:

Which word in the following sentence should be corrected?

"John and his five- years- old daughter came to see us last weekend for the first time."

 

years came to weekend the first time

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word in the sentence below needs to be corrected?

"There are typewriters, copiers and telephones in a typical business office. A business office needs

a lot of equipments."

typewriters copiers telephones equipments

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word in the following sentence should be corrected?

"Each one of your suitcases will be checked when you go through custom."

each one suitcases be checked custom

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word in the following sentence should be corrected?

"Every furniture that you see in that room is made of wood."

Every you is of

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

English has borrowed quite a few  words from -------------languages.

other others the others another

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word in the following sentence is used WRONGLY?

"Many of  people prefer to live in small towns. Their attachment to their communities prevents

them from moving from place to place in search of work."

of people prevents moving search of 

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is ------------- to study much harder for the exam, but I --------------- he won't.

supposed/suppose suppose/supposed

supposing/suppose supposed/supposing

45-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Many students would rather -----------on their own than go to classes.

study to study studying studied

46-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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In the sentence below, which word is used WRONGLY? 

My brother and I have always been interesting in learning about our family tree.

have interesting about tree

47-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Look at the italicized words in the following sentences. Find the incorrect ones:

I can -------------- hear the radio. Would you please turn it up?

hard hardly harder hardest

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mr Adams doesn’t like to wear ring on his fingers. He wears almost no jewelry.

some a lot of              some very little

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Replace the italicized words with the best choice.

I do not have many friends but I have ------------- good ones.

a few few little a little

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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